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Finally! The brand-new Vengeance Minimal House Pack 2 is here! It starts where Vol.1 left off and takes everything to the next level. This pack has more than 2400 minimal sounds (including almost 2000 one-shot samples), clean minimal kicks, crystal clear hi-hats, brutally-deep percussion, perfect minimal loops, and FX uplifters that spiral up to dizzying heights! Some other
highlights of this sample pack include pre-shifted snares and claps. And for ease of use, the root key is now in the file name of all tonal kicks! The master, Andy Hinz, (Vengeance Dirty Electro) pulls out all the stops, showcasing his skills by creating one of the most comprehensive and best-sounding minimal libraries of all time. A true masterpiece! (Of course, all the sounds
are still perfect for use with other electronic music genres!) nekrok is a unique soundpack, created in collaboration with talented, underground techno dj/producer and label owner "aurora" and his team of producers. they have put together a unique techno collection of hard-hitting, powerful soundfiles. the collection of samples is divided into 2 series: "old and new". the first
series was built by "aurora" and his team of producers. the second was created specifically for the mutekki media club collection. so if you love the energy and roughness of the original soundpack, this is the pack for you! we included a bonus session by "aurora" himself. so you get all the fun and freedom you expect from the original soundpack plus more! it has been added

to both "vengeance" club series and "nekrok" soundpack.
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the vengeance vocal pack 1 contains more than 1500 of the highest quality vocal samples available. these loop-ready, royalty-free vocals are the
perfect tool for any electronic or dance music composer. the vocals are suitable for a wide variety of electronic music genres, including downtempo,
chillout, electro, progressive, house, drum&bass, electro-pop, techno, tribal, ambient and more! these vocal samples are perfect for creating hooks,

building scenes, creating new synths and for many other creative purposes. the pack is divided into four sections: dark vocal loops (30 bpm), hip hop
vocal loops (85 bpm), pop/dance vocal loops (130 bpm) and tribal and ambient vocal loops (138 bpm). there are also 4 construction kits included for
easy access to the loop variations. all of the samples were created by the master, vincent blommaert, with some recorded by the team at mutekki
media and some made by our team at their home studio. all vocals are keyed and professionally mixed, ready to drop into your productions. the

vengeance vocal pack 2 contains more than 1500 of the highest quality vocal samples available. these loop-ready, royalty-free vocals are the perfect
tool for any electronic or dance music composer. the vocals are suitable for a wide variety of electronic music genres, including downtempo, chillout,
electro, progressive, house, drum&bass, electro-pop, techno, tribal, ambient and more! these vocal samples are perfect for creating hooks, building
scenes, creating new synths and for many other creative purposes. the pack is divided into four sections: dark vocal loops (30 bpm), hip hop vocal

loops (85 bpm), pop/dance vocal loops (130 bpm) and tribal and ambient vocal loops (138 bpm). there are also 4 construction kits included for easy
access to the loop variations. all of the samples were created by the master, vincent blommaert, with some recorded by the team at mutekki media
and some made by our team at their home studio. all vocals are keyed and professionally mixed, ready to drop into your productions. 5ec8ef588b
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